
Quiz – no notes, no cheating.

1. Define the term media language 

2. Give 5 examples of form conventions using a magazine?

3. What are the 2 mise-en-scene styles?

4. Name 3 Propp character types

5. What elements make up mise-en-scene?

6. Explain a polysemic reading – and one reason why it can occur… (2 marks)

7. Why might a high-angle shot be used?

8. What effect does low-key lighting achieve?

9. Opposing mise-en-scene, how else can filmmakers create ‘meaning’?

10. Name Todorov’s narrative stages - 3

11. What are the two basic ways to frame a subject?

12. What type of sound can be heard by audience only?

13. Name an editing technique – then explain why it is used (2 marks)

14. What is ideology?



Power up your analysis! 



1. Close-up

2. Facial expression

3. Headline

How is Boris Johnson represented on the front page of the Daily Mail?

Context: At the time, Boris Johnson was the Prime Minister and 
leader of the Conservative party. The Daily Mail are a right-wing 
tabloid newspaper and have a staunch affiliation  to the Conservative 
party.



Power up your analysis! 



How is Boris Johnson represented on the front page of the Daily Mail?

Context: At the time, Boris Johnson was the Prime Minister and 
leader of the Conservative party. The Daily Mail are a right-wing 
tabloid newspaper and have a staunch affiliation  to the Conservative 
party.

The _______1________, ________2___________ 

and ________3___________ are used by the 

Daily Mail to construct a ______________ 

representation of Boris Johnson. The media 

language connotations present the PM  

as____________



Headline

Low-key lighting

Open-framing

How is Boris Johnson represented on the front page of the Guardian?

Context: At the time, Boris Johnson was the Prime Minister and 
leader of the Conservative party. The Guardian are a left/centrist 
broadsheet newspaper.



Putting it all together:

• The _______1________, ________2___________ and 
________3___________ are used by the Daily Mail to construct a 
______________ representation of Boris Johnson. The media 
language connotations present the PM  as____________

• This is juxtaposed to the Guardian’s _________________ front 
page representation of Johnson where media language elements 
such as the ______________, _________________ and 
_____________ combine to suggest he ____________________

• WHY? Can you offer the reason for the representations? Link to 
social and political context.



Power up your analysis! 


